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Student Rubric for self evaluation
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3
2
I stay on topic I stay on topic I do not stay
throughout my for most of my on topic for
presentation presentation some of my
and refer to
and I refer to presentation
my main idea my main idea and I forget to
at the
at the
repeat my
begining,
begining and main idea.
middle, and
in my
end of my
conclusion.
presentation.
My solution is My solution is My solution is
supported by supported by supported by
evidence from the lessons
information
3 or more
and at least
from our class
sources.
one other
lessons only.
source.
I explain with I explain how I partly explain
more than one one solution how the
solution to
will solve the solution will
solve the
problem.
solve the
problem.
Explainaiton is problem.
Explainations clear,
Explaination is
are clear,
accurate and a little unclear,
accurate and correct.
or partly
correct.
incorrect.

1
I do not stay
on topic and
my main idea
is unclear.

I don't provide
any evidence
for my
solution.

I do not give a
solution or
explain how to
solve the
problem.

Delivery

Organization

Teamwork

I explain the
problem of
plastic
pollution and
solutions in
more than one
way. (i.e.
Speech and
essay, speech
and
PopwerPoint,
Model and
skit.
My
information
makes sense.
Anyone could
take my
presentation
and be able to
give it.

I clearly show
and describe
the problem of
plastic
pollution and
my solution to
the problem.

I leave out a
clear
discription of
the problem of
plastic
pollution
and/or a
solution.

I only discribe
the problem or
solution
verbally.

My
information is
presented in a
way that
makes sense.
My
classmates
don't get
confused.
I shared my
Most people
ideas and
contributed
listened to
their ideas,
others ideas. everyone
We worked
participated
together to
and worked
make our final hard. We
presentation. were usually
We solved
polite and kind
problems with to each other.
respect.

I kind of knew
what I was
doing. I may
have planned
or practiced a
little. My class
got confused
at some parts.

I didn't plan or
practice. My
audiance was
confused the
whole time.

One person
did most of
the work.
Ideas were
shared.
Problems
were usually
solved.

We did not
work together.
One person
completed the
entire project.
If problems
arose, we
didn't solve
them.

